“Happy 60th Birthday School Bag!”
Here we go with our latest offering from the LGBT History Month and a local theatre company tackle RENT!

SCENE NEWS
After a very successful night with the Cheeky Girls, Cheeky is planning a few more nights in the next month or two including the return of Joe Francis, a STP’s tribute act and more. They are also looking for your input into who or what you want in the bar and club. Leave your suggestions on their Facebook page. They unearthed a new DJ too in the shape of Craig Wren poppin on Fri and Sat nights to hear, chart and more from him. Coming soon to Cheeky will be the coffee machine with a twist and a Teile for just £2; they must know the gays like a couple of fingers!

Chapter’s continues with its very diverse range of DJs and music for all tastes. Ross Barney with cheese, chart and dance.

LGBT HISTORY MONTH
Throughout Feb there are a few events planned by the LGBT Societies at RGU, Aberdeen College and Aberdeen University. These include Trans education night, film showings and theatre trips. The best place to find information on the events is on the Facebook pages for the societies or the LGBT History Month Scotland website www.lgbthistory.org.uk

RENT
Hanserkin Productions are proud to present RENT in association with Terrence Higgins Trust at Aberdeen Arts Centre from Wed 8th – Sat 11th Feb at 7.30pm. RENT - the rock opera - tells the story of a group of impoverished young artists and musicians struggling to survive in New York City under the shadow of HIV/AIDS. Don’t miss this edgy musical which tackles the controversial topics facing young people today. It’s a fantastic score it pulls on every heart string as you follow the characters’ fascinating stories. Tickets can be purchased at www.boxoffice-aberdeen.com or at the Box Office on Union Street. Just a quick update this month. Remember if you have any views, comments or photos to send them into the usual address.

Glasgow from 1979 to 1994, when she retired from the post aged 67.

Janey Buchan (1926-2012) - A good friend of the LGBT community

Former MEP, civil rights campaigner and patron of the arts, Janey Buchan has died aged 86 at a Brighton nursing home, writes John Hink.

Miss Buchan was a Scottish Labour MEP for Glasgow from 1979 to 1994, when she retired from the post aged 67.

She was inspiring to and influential in the LGBT movement in Scotland in the dark years between decriminalisation of gay male sex in England/Wales in 1967 and its eventual decriminalisation in Scotland in 1980 and continued her involvement as Life President at the Scottish Minorities Group (later Scottish Homosexual Rights Group and subsequently Outright Scotland). Her late husband Norman was also a strong supporter of our cause. She had taken an interest in LGBT campaigning, she told me, after learning that a gay concept plan she had committed suicide and was outraged that anybody should feel that their career should be in any way restricted because of their sexuality.

Her first “outing” was when she was invited by the Lord Provost of Glasgow to attend an LGBT conference on behalf of Glasgow Corporation. Normally invites like this were used as political patronage by the controlling facitities within the Corporation and she never got any of them. However, in this case, none of the other Labour councillors wanted to be associated with the terrible permits involved and, as an insult to her, Janey was asked to attend. The Provost was gobsmacked when Janey told him that she would not “honour” to attend and we were honoured when she did!

Before she retired from public life and moved from Glasgow to Brighton to be near her son, she was always available to speak at any LGBT rally. She once asked if she should wear her normal clothes or her “Bouvy Grungy” outfit which she felt reached out better to older socially conservative people. But it was generally the young people who were most inspired by this feisty heterosexual woman who would take no prisoners when it came to fighting discrimination.

Another aspect of Janey was her kind support for individuals. She’d often send a short handwritten note expressing her support and concern to somebody who was going through a terrible time. She’d often ask if she should wear her normal clothes or her “Bouvy Grungy” outfit which she felt reached out better to older socially conservative people. But it was generally the young people who were most inspired by this feisty heterosexual woman who would take no prisoners when it came to fighting discrimination.
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Having only just got back to my usual sleeping pattern after the Xmas and New Year festivities, it brings me joy to write my first column and ‘critique’ of our wonderful scene in Glasgow. For those of you reading who don’t know me, what have you been doing with your life?

I longed for the festivities this year, and didn’t really get much – for Xmas anyway. Some tacky decorations never beat the chandeliers of The Corinthian, but still plugged away. Lucky for me, that didn’t happen this year, and so far, The Polo Lounge is still plugging away at offering one of the best Student Nights and they continued that over the festive period with consistently busy nights giving away a whole host of prizes that got all the gays creaming! Taking of tacky decorations, Nancy Clenches is still playing her Wed & Sun nights in Speakeasy and she was out in force over Xmas and New Year with some busy Karaoke nights. If you haven’t gone along to witness her singing her own version of Jennifer Hudson’s ‘I am’ you are missing out on a treat. Oh, and talking of Speakeasy – there was one gig that I loved over the Xmas period – it was Mr. Glows Xmas Sing-a-long! Now, much can be said for Mr. Glows’s singing but this little festival cracker was definitely one night that brightened up the festivities. A whole pub singing ‘Rudolf the Red Nosed Reindeer’ was a sight to behold!

How he managed to squeeze in quite a few questions to his usual crowd of Music-buffs, I have no idea – but he did good on him. Perhaps he can pick the right key to sing in next Thu?

Bennets is growing from strength to strength and Stephanie Valentine’s monthly Friday nights are becoming a little gem on the scene. How she manages to strut about in her New Look Heels and Primark dresses, I’ll never know – but the punters certainly enjoy her piping away with that lute of hers. Then the team at Bennetts thought it would be good to offer free bubbly to all their customers as a thank you for helping build up the venue to its usual glory. After consuming a glass, then a bottle of the stuff – I’m sure that many of the punters were rather tipsy and I know of a few that can’t even remember the ball! The Court Bar have been pulling in customers as of late, and it’s great to welcome them properly on the scene after years of doubts about their ‘gay scene status’.

Since hiring in the big set of bears and pandas in the shape of ‘Glasgow Uni LGBT’, the scene has really gathered pace and it’s been good to see that many of the punter’s opinions are being heard. With the AGM this Thu it’s a time to listen and add your voice to the Gay Scene.

Now the Jan squeeze has kicked in, entertainment on our scene is being cutback thanks to the budget cuts – so I hope it’s not a bleak month when I report back in Feb. Until then, you’ll be able to catch me on several radio and television news programmes as I stand on my soap box and campaign for some more gay rights. You can join me on a wee march, if that’s your thing, by taking a jog through Edinburgh on Valentine’s Day and shouting at the BNP as I return to the U.K. I really should stop calling its name, the BNP, but why have they done so much to rein the bar as The Underground. Perhaps a sign across the door would help me remember? The Underground is a great venue with entertainment and a new Year’s party had the doors closed before 10pm because it was so full! The folks over at Glasgow University LGBT have been busy in January planning one of the most exciting LGBT Student Festivals, right here in Glasgow! Queried is a weekend of pure queer entertainment, from a carnival opening, to your hairpout recovery breakfast – this weekend is sure to be a slice! Also look out for their Facebook event by search ‘Glasgow Uni LGBT’.
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As always... See you little monsters there!

The Fucking Mess of 2012 and promises to be even better in 2013! Your host

Le Meerodrilling out all the best songs around... requests are being taken for James to sing on the night, so try your requests on Facebook and he will try his best.

This will be a night full of surprises...
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It's going to be Disco Disco Disco

So you've got to be there if you're a fan of funky disco.

Saturday Night Beaver

Entertained!

Drink, dine and be

Or choose from our

Furness Cafe Bar

Klozet

The Venue

Busygaybar with friendly staff.

State of the art fitness centre.

Inverness

The Real Lounge, 14 Victoria Street, Edinburgh,

A couple of the most up to date uk gay saunas.

Plastic

午饭好!

Good quality, popular bar in the centre of town.

LGBT friendly arts centre with a plethora of DJs, including Daz Glaz and Cilla Black.
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**Panda Tartan Revealed**

Auspicious timing, to tie in with Burns Night and the Chinese New Year, Edinburgh Zoo unveiled the exclusive fine woollen ed Zop tartan fabric to commemorate the arrival of Tian Tian and Yang Guang to their new home in Scotland.

The unique tartan was commissioned by Edinburgh Zoo with Kinloch Anderson, an Edinburgh based family company renowned for their kilts, tartans and highland dress since 1868. The tartan has been approved by the Scottish Tartan Register – emphasising the huge cultural significance of the pandas to Scotland.

Deidre Kinloch Anderson, Senior Director of Kinloch Anderson, said: “Tartan is one of Scotland’s greatest icons. Careful attention was given to create a tartan that would reflect the pandas and highland dress since 1868. A St John Lateran in Rome (traditionally the Pope’s residence) was cemented out in 1918, as many as thirteen same-gender couples were joined during a high Mass and with the cooperation of the Pope. The design describes them “taking communion together using the same nuptial Stourcote, after which they slept and ate together”.

Another woman to woman union was recorded in Defoe in the 1720s. But the Catholic Church was too busy drumming up support from fellow bigots from other religions. No one seems to have even thought of starting a counter with two misters sweeping down their aisles. Just before Christmas, Scotland on Sunday was reporting “a compromise”. It was a ‘deal that would legalise gay marriage in Scotland but ban the ceremony from being held in churches”, adding with tinged frugality that they had “learned” that it was “being canvassed by the Scottish Government”. Not according to Nicola Sturgeon it wasn’t, she was soon tweeting what a lot of stuff and nonsense all this was!

This was exactly the same cogitabilion England was proposing. Even Scotland on Sunday’s lead reports “Shattered by the myth of a religious vote, afraid that the SNP to copy England and Wales would be a very bad idea”. Once again, the same pictures of The gigging Cardinal O’Brien were used to accompany the story as they did when he was glaciously led to be holy gay if the Pope didn’t apologise for the cover-up and abuses that occurred in Scottish Catholic institutions when their leading Catholic priest, Herr Ratzinger was last over for a jolly. O’Brien insists there was hardly any. Something we now know to be untrue.

On Sunday Scotland reported “Health secretary, Nicola Sturgeon will now still snuff through more than 60,000 responses” although it was more likely a team of box-tickers in India or China. It’s often forgotten that these religious movements denying the rights, the rights to equally under the law, the right for them to marry and have safe partnerships. The existing arrangement is not good enough. Lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgendered and intersexed people cannot be denied the right to marry simply on the basis that some Churches say it is not to be done by equality laws to treat gay people equally against their will. It was the Equality Network, spearheading this equality legislation, which had over-generously set up an opt-out for religious bodies in the first place!

After having lost 28,000 mean-spirited religious responses to the consultation, Cardinal Keith O’Brien warned “Scotsch society” that we had ‘failed’ because it encouraged relationships between people of the same sex. The Christian Observer reported him saying: “The empirical evidence is clear. Same-sex relationships are demonstrably harmful to the medical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing of those involved, as compared to exclusive romantic relationships. Christians should promote strong, traditional relationships as being vital to a person’s health and well-being. The aim of our research was never to spread more homophobia, but to demonstrate to an international audience how the preference for gay and bisexual men can be estimated from limited vital statistics data.” The findings, according to Hogg et al., would not have been accurate even ten years ago due to the speed of advances in medical care for those living with HIV. They said: “If we were to repeat this analysis today the life expectancy of gay and bisexual men would be greatly improved. Deaths from HIV infection have declined dramatically in this population since 1996. The aim of this work was to assist health planners with the means of estimating the impact of HIV infection, groups, gay and bisexual men, not necessarily captured by vital statistics data and were never intended to be used by homophobes to hinder the rights of these groups worldwide.”

The authors added: “Overall, we do not concur with the research in a manner that restricts the political or human rights of gay and bisexual men or any other group.”

Another piece of research geologists use, is, “Does Homosexual Activity. Shorten Life?” authorised by Paul Cameron, founder of the Family Research Institute, and published in Psychological Reports, a journal which regularly charges authors to publish their work. The mission statement of the Family Research Institute, which Paul Cameron founded, is a “Scientific Institute for the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality and still runs, is to generate empirical research on issues that threaten the traditional family, particularly homosexuality, AIDS, sexual or sexual activity and drug abuse.” So no agenda there, they is it class officially as a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center alongside the notorious Westboro Baptist Church. Some geologists claim the 1998 study on “homosexual activity may be associated with a Weaporn shorted by 20 to 30 years” Carron’s “scientific” work has been heavily criticized. The American Psychological Association, the American Sociological Association and the Canadian Psychological Association have all officially disassociated themselves from it. In 2010, he released a study which said gays in the military were to leave the service more times more likely to rape a fellow service woman than straight men were to rape service women! Cameron’s work is useless. But appearing to compare homosexuality to an addiction to tobacco, he added: “The (US) National Cancer Institute says smoking takes from 7 to 10 years off someone’s life, smoking advocates have never questioned the methodology involved.”

Cameron was knicked into appearing in the 2009 ‘mockumentary’ film, Brüno starring Sacha Baron Cohen where Paul Cameron gave camp advice on how he may be able to turn straight by suggesting he give women a chance to seduce him!

Garry Olton is a regular contributor to ‘The Scottish Catholic Observer’ on Facebook.
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**SHEP Gay Advertising**

**Spots Gay**

**Wrinkle Reducing Injections**

**Dermal Fillers**

**Non-Surgical Face Lifts**

All treatments carried out by Dr Robert Walters BDS

Clinic held at Womankind Beauty every Tuesday from 5pm - 9pm

Call to reserve your FREE consultation TODAY!

To receive a 10% discount Quote EEE10 at time of booking
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**Talk to Martin Mann**

E: scotsgayadvertising@gmail.com

T: 07850 576103
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**SEX MAN**
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**You can follow Garry on Facebook**
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**Leave a comment**
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**Garry Olton**

garryolton@scotsgay.co.uk
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It costs just £20 a month to get your ad in the BACK RUBS SECTION with a picture!

E-mail: backrubads@scotsgay.co.uk
Tel: 0131-539 0666
TEXT 'SCOTS' TO 85722

CALL NOW ON 08712 333 310

SEXY CONFESSIONS CALL: 09097 908 110